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PSHE
Me and My Relationships
Year 6
Vocabulary
Reproduction
Creating offspring (babies)
Anti-social
Behaviour that’s not community-friendly
Conception
Aggressive
behaviour
Assertive
behaviour
Peer pressure
Conflict
Resolve disputes
Community

When a woman’s egg is fertilised
by a man’s sperm
Causes physical or emotional
harm to others (includes harming
property)
A healthy way of communicating.
Speaking up for yourself in a way
that is honest and respectful
Pressure from your peers to do
something you know is wrong or
risky, or that you don’t want to do
Disagreements. Can be verbal or
can become physical.
Sort out a situation that has
involved conflict and move on
A group of people that you might
or might not belong to

Acceptable and unacceptable physical
contact

Cyber-bullying

Bullying that happens online

Prejudice

Pre-judging someone: making a
decision about what you think they are
like before you know them
Treating someone unfairly because of
their faith, gender identity, sexuality,
race, ethnicity or cultural roots
Whether you are attracted to males,
females, both or neither

Discrimination
Sexuality
Racism
Diversity
Disability

Being prejudiced against someone/ a
community because of their race
Difference/ variety
A physical or mental condition that
limits a person’s movements, senses or
activities

Reproduction

Common targets of prejudice and discrimination:
Dislike of or prejudice towards
people who…
Homophobia: are gay (attracted to people of their
own gender)
Transphobia: are transsexual/transgender
(identify as a gender different to
that which they were born into
Biphobia:
are bisexual (attracted to people of
both genders)
Xenophobia: are from another country
Remember – if you witness any of these, be a
defender not a bystander. If you experience
any of these, seek support and advice from
people in your support network.

✓ We take turns to speak
✓ We use kind and positive
words
✓ We listen to each other
✓ We have the right to pass

Our PSHE Charter

✓ We only use names when
giving compliments or
being positive
✓ We respect each other’s
privacy (confidentiality)

